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Covering the principles of radiographic technique and interpretation for dogs, cats, and horses,

Textbook of Veterinary Diagnostic Radiology, 6th Edition helps you develop proficiency in diagnostic

skills. High-quality radiographic images accompany clear coverage of diagnostic radiology,

ultrasound, MRI, and CT, as well as patient positioning, radiographic technique and safety

measures, normal and abnormal anatomy, radiographic viewing and interpretation, and alternative

imaging modalities. New to this edition is a chapter on MR spinal imaging and updated information

on digital imaging. Written by radiology educator and expert Donald E. Thrall, along with a group of

highly qualified, board-certified radiologists, this bestselling reference is a one-stop resource for the

latest advances in veterinary diagnostic radiology.    Clear explanations and a logical format simplify

the principles of veterinary diagnostic radiology, including patient positioning, radiographic

technique, specific anatomic features of the body part in question, methods of radiographic viewing

and interpretation, and assessment and applications of alternative imaging modalities. High-quality

radiographic images clarify key concepts and interpretation principles. Up-to-date coverage of the

most commonly seen species in private veterinary practices and veterinary teaching hospitals

includes the cat, dog, and horse. An atlas of normal radiographic anatomy in each section makes it

easier to recognize abnormal radiographic findings. A discussion of radiation safety highlights

measures that can protect you from harmful radiation exposure.  NEW chapter on MR spinal

imaging provides the latest information on the diagnosis of spinal cord disease through the use of

CT and MRI.NEW information on digital imaging covers the newest advances in digital

imaging.Updated coverage of procedures such as the esophagram, upper GI examination,

excretory urography, and cystography helps in determining when and how these procedures are

performed in todayâ€™s practice.Revised chapters on basic interpretation make information easier

to find, with in-depth discussions of the principles of image acquisition and interpretation,

radiography, radiation safety, and basic coverage of normal variants.
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This is a great textbook for any veterinary student, veterinarian, or vet interested or soon to start

their radiology residency.*I am a veterinarian looking to apply for radiology residency.-Thorough

explanations with plenty of picture examples-Covers many differential diagnoses for common and

uncommon radiographic findings-Covers the important physics that describes how radiographs are

created, but is not formula based (not a lot of math)-Just the right thickness at about 1.5-2 inches

thick.

I got this book as a birthday present for my husband who is a radiologist (for humans). He's got an

interest in comparative radiology and this book made his day. The quality of the images, the

comprehensive number of disorders, the clarity of the explanations, and the fact that it is a textbook

of reference for VSci students and practitioners make of this textbook a pearl to have in our library.

Better images than previous editions, covers digital radiology. Good tips on identifying problems on

radiographs. Very helpful as a reference for any practice.

Great book to have for reference for digital imaging. Provides anyone with fabulous pictures. Also

helps with understanding the principles of physics behind the images that are being seen on the

screen and/or film.

Helpful book for anyone studying veterinary radiographs. Includes multiple species. I did not give it

give however because it does not have a lot of normal pictures for references, you need to

purchase another book for those.

This is the second radiology book I bought this year because the one I have is not interesting at all.

This book has excellent radiographs with explanations and that what a clinician needs. You need to



read this book word by word and it explain you a lot.

Figures and discussion in this book are excellent. I'm glad I purchased the hard copy. It also has an

online component.

This book is pretty good, seems to jump around quite a bit. Hard to follow some of the concepts

when they stop it suddenly and talk about something else for awhile then go back.
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